CHAPTER 7
EGYPTIAN TEMPLES

26: Looking towards the first pylon of Luxor Temple
Luxor
“Ancient architecture is music, frozen in stone.” Goethe
In one sense, Ancient Egypt is an enlightenment seekers paradise. In the Old Kingdom (3000-2000BC)
the symbolic information was fairly pure (presented un-altered) to its origins in the Pre-Dynastic Period
(10,000BC). As the civilization continued- more delusion found its way into the mix. The older the text, temple
or pyramid is, the more likely that the symbolic information and power presented. Thus the trick becomes how to
decipher the true age of anything.
Egyptian temple complexes can be best explored on paper through the famous temple at Luxor, situated
on the east bank of the present day Nile. Luxor is the Arabic name for the current city of some 200,000 people.
During the Greek period the entire area, including the temples and tombs on the west bank was called Thebes. To
the Ancient Egyptians the temple was Wast. Few mention (or even know) that there is a much older temple (23,000 years older) underneath the current one. i Over time, one temple would live out its function and a new one
built overtop to correspond to new energies being used.
Temple Complex

27:One of the sphinxes on the west side of the walkway leading up to the temple, Luxor

Originally the temple complex was very large, but now with the modern town of Luxor built overtoponly the temple proper, and a small portion of the human-headed sphinxes remain. ii It is said that the face on
each sphinx lining the causeway is that of Amenhotep III (the first builder of the new temple here), yet each face
resembles the style of a Buddhist Bodhisattva statue, with eyes half-closed and lips together. These sphinxes are
in peaceful meditation. The idea was to walk the entire path from Karnak to Luxor (which was lined the entire
way by sphinxes) as a meditation. The sphinxes are carved nearly identically (as if cast from a mold) and are
designed to place you in heightened awareness. Just as a mantra repeated over and over will trip your
consciousness to mystical realms, so too an image repeated over and over. Even the short row of sphinxes that
remain is enough if walked correctly to alter one’s consciousness before entering.
While other temples are mostly built like a long rectangle, Luxor is built on three separate axis creating,
when viewed from above, the twist of a forming spiral. Schwaller de Lubicz called Luxor the “Temple of Man”
because he felt the secrets of human existence and manifestation were revealed in the mathematics of its
building. While Karnak is larger, Abydos more complete, Dendera better preserved; Luxor is usually everyone’s
favourite to visit. It is especially beautiful to be seen at night, one of the few Egyptian temples with lights. The
night lights allow the reliefs and hieroglyphs (obscured during the day) to stand out. Night-time at Luxor temple,
with fewer visitors, less noise, and more reliefs available is the time to visit. Luxor has been called “music
frozen in time,” for so perfectly has it been designed and built. All the harmonious properties of pi, the golden
section and other geometric properties have been included. This is no co-incidence or accident. The Greeks did
not discover these mathematical ideas, they learned them from the Egyptians.
The entrance to any temple was through the outer pylon, a giant facing wall. This symbolic structure was
meant to make an impression on everyone who came to the temple. Only members of the Egyptian priesthood
were allowed actual entrance, and only the highest orders were allowed into the inner chambers. This was a
place for awakening to occur, for the egoic mind of Apop to be removed from human functioning- one person at
a time. But there is a very Zen aspect to temple pylons as well. Zen speaks often of the gateless gate, a symbol of
the final locked door between the aspirant and awakening. Of course when you do awaken, you see there never
was a door and nothing blocking. Thus those large outer pylons seem like a great barrier, and that is the image
they were meant to imply, but were they?
Outside the walls of the temple are a number of smaller Greek and Roman chapels. They are very
interesting and rarely examined by tourists. Be careful guards do not try to see you as a “mark” and try to extort
baksheesh from you. These outer areas were the temples for the “common people” where newer priests would
give what we would call sermons and lectures today. While the existing chapels are all Greek, they are built
overtop of older Egyptian ones. Thus the archaeological belief that religious teachings were only available to

priests is not true, these chapels were the churches of their day for the general population. As mentioned, just
because the general population were not allowed into the temple proper does not mean they were segregated.
Today fans can not enter the dressing room of the New York Yankees, but they can attend the games the Yankees
play
No two temples were alike, each was meant to show a different aspect of the All. Every part of a temple,
from the spot it was built, to the type of stone used, to the geometric proportions, to everything carved on its
walls was all designed with this energetic creation in mind. Thus the temple always had to be kept at the
particular energetic vibration of the Neteru energy it represented. All temples (when complete with all their paint
and statues) vibrated at a very high frequency. This is an important point to consider. Even when a temple today
is nearly in tact (such as the temple of Horus at Edfu), it is far from complete. The paint is gone, the carvings are
defaced, the thousands of statues are either in museums, people’s “personal” collections, or destroyed. The
frequency at any spot today will not be the same as it was when in “use.” This is the main reason the average
person was not allowed entrance into a functioning Egyptian temple. It was not so much to exclude people, but
to protect them. To enter a space of very high vibrational frequency with a bodily form not ready to handle it, is
like plugging a 220 volt plug into a 120 volt socket. You will fry yourself. Entering a temple not prepared for it
might turn you instantly “crazy” or even kill you. That is why work was done on new aspirants before they ever
even set foot in the temple so they could handle the very powerful energies their form would be interacting with
on a day to day basis within
.
In Egypt, citizens could not enter the temple, but they could attend the chapels, hospital, festivals and
theater plays associated with the temple. Also included in any temple enclosure, especially temples associated
with a female deity (Isis, Hathor, Sekhmet) was a healing center, where the sick and troubled came for help from
priest doctors using herbs, stones, sound, music and energy therapy. While at Luxor I do recommend visiting a
small chapel on the west side that had 13 pillars, two rows of six in front of a single one. This is a perfect
representation of Jesus and his 12 disciples, or King Arthur and his 12 Knights of the Round Table, or the real
symbol, the sun surrounded by the twelve moving constellations. All come from Egyptian symbolism. This could
be the place where teachings surrounding Horus (Buddha/Jesus) were given to the general population.
Personally I am always struck by the serene sense of peace that I feel at Luxor. It has a similar feeling
for me as when I go to Palenque in Mexico. Without going into a complete explanation of every part, wall and
relief of Luxor Temple, I will point out a few “don’t miss” areas that help explain not only Luxor but the concept
of the temple in Egypt.
Pylon
Current pylons are usually missing some of their key features. One is flags, but the long vertical slits that
held the giant masts remain. The flag is the representation of God/Neter. It is symbolized as the wind, unseen in
the physical, yet seen in the movement of the objects (flag) in creation. In front of Luxor, and in fact most
temples, were two giant stone obelisks, raised and placed on a bottom platform with the help of a turning groove.
Today usually only one remains at any temple (such as at Luxor), with freemasons having taken one half of the
pair to Europe or America. In fact no surviving Egyptian temple has both obelisks in place. Obelisks can be seen
as lighting rods to bring down the energy of the heavens and pull up the energy of the earth. They represent the
primal I, the original observer, God. An obelisk will vibrate at great speed, though you may not realize it.
Obelisks were set in pairs to act like a tuning fork- allowing anyone who passed between them to be tuned to a
particular frequency.
Outer temple walls, filled with reliefs and hieroglyphs, are designed for the general population, for the
outer walls are all they could usually see of the temple proper. Egyptologists claim the great chariots, battles,
gods and other carvings were to show the people the power of the king. The carvings on the pylons were to be a
link or a bridge for those who may want to travel to the interior of the temple, which is symbolic for the trip
within oneself. Take the famous carvings of the Battle of Kadesh on the pylon at Luxor.
The Battle of Kadesh was not the story of the Pharaoh leading an army into battle, but was more like a
modern fairy tale, a symbolic story to reveal secrets of the awakening journey. It is not the account of Rameses II
single-handedly defeating the Mesopotamian armies from his chariot. But examine the story as we would
Cinderella or Snow White, and it can be understood. Ancient writers used events, places and people of the time
not as a historical base, but to relate a teaching to the people in the language and things that they themselves
would understand. Recording history was not important in the ancient world, telling tales of wisdom was

important.
Rameses in this context represents every man and woman, while the chariot is the vehicle of
manifestation (form). The troops of the enemy are the layers of delusion of our false self. That is where the battle
is fought. In the story Rameses is left alone or abandoned (like Jesus on the cross) and knows he is in a battle
that one must fight alone, and that there is no escape. This battle is said to occur in the land of Kheta Ru Settiu.
Settiu means “Set Beings” and Kheta is similar to the Khat (physical body). Thus the Battle is with the false self
(Set) while in a physical body. The battle was supposed to have happened in the 5th year of Rameses reign (five
being the number of Horus). He fights alone because his army is asleep in camp (i.e. all his fellow humans are
asleep in the dreamstate thus of no help to him waking up) and his only prayer is to Amun who lets him awaken
to fight alone. On the far wall he holds lines of prisoners, which in fact are the delusion of his mind that he has
defeated. He has not killed his mind, it is just seen for the lie of what it is.

28: Symbolic mend of crack on stone statue in front of the first pylon, Luxor

Great statues were also placed outside of the pylons of temples, such as the remaining seated ones at
Luxor. They sit in the standard Egyptian pose for contemplation, and symbolize a stillness of mind and body. At
the base of each statue is Hapi tying a lotus and papyrus plants together in a sma (symbolizing the trachea and
lungs). Other reliefs may use Horus and Set in a similar pose. This is to combine the two aspects of duality
together (ka and ba, tonal and nagual) into one. On the east statue is a feature not to be missed. On one side of
the statue is a giant crack in the base, likely due to an earthquake. The statue itself is fine, stands as it always has.
However to the Egyptian priests the temple was a living, breathing organism, as were each of its statues. The
statue, and thus temple, were no longer whole due to the crack, and similar to when we put a band aid on a cut
finger, a repair to this was done. The repair done here was not a true repair (for in fact the standing ability of the
statue was not compromised) so instead a symbolic repair happened. Two joints are carved overtop of the crack.
It is one the very best examples of how the Egyptian priests thought of their temple as a living thing, and looked
after it as such. There are so many “little” insights like this all over Egypt.
Entering through the doorway- which of course is less a barrier to keep people out, but a way through
the large pylon walls- is the first corridor. Here the reliefs change from the battle scenes on the outer walls to that
of the Neteru. We are beginning to leave behind the standard dream of reality, and are beginning to enter a new
inner world, something higher. Speaking of higher, the temple itself will rise as one enters- with the back shrine
being the highest part of land. As well, the ceilings will get smaller and smaller, both symbolizing a squeezing of
space. As we are walking deeper into the temple, we are walking deeper and deeper into ourselves, into our inner
world. No where is this more magically demonstrated than at Luxor Temple.
Schwaller de Lubicz was the first European to rediscover the magic of Luxor. He found that the human

skeleton could be laid on top of the temple, with each area symbolically representing the secrets of that part of
the human form. Within Luxor you will not only find insights revealed as to physical form, but meridians,
chakras, yoga, qi gong- and of course at the farthest point- the wisdom of human creation. Its all there if you
know how to look. Every temple has a secret symbolic plan that it was built with, locate that secret and the
temple will simply unfold in front of (and within) you.
Halls and Courts

29: Thutmosis III chapel in the first court of Luxor

Passing the entrance corridor, one moves to a new inner world, the first court, and here movement will
be described. To one’s immediate right is the 3-room chapel that is of importance. This structure is in fact a
temple within a temple, this one for Thutmosis III, whose incredible granite statue in the Luxor Museum is still
“alive and breathing.” As mentioned, Luxor temple “twists” around three axis, and the Great Court is aligned to
the third of these, but the small chapel is aligned to the original axis. The chapel has nice symbolism, the 3
(trinity) the explanation of the dreamstate. The far left room is the dream of form (hell, son) the room to the right
is heaven (oneness, love, holy spirit) and the middle room is the primal essence (God, light, Father). Each of the
carvings on the walls reflect this information. There is a point though, in the middle room where two niches are
carved into the walls, where one can sink beyond the chapel itself, back into absolute reality. It’s a teaching of
awakening in one small chapel. One other aspect about temples can be seen in this small chapel, but you have to
look up for it. Most temple areas were roofed, and included small openings to let a beam of sunlight enter at
specific times of the day- often to fall perfectly on a wall carving.

30:Moving Rameses statue, first court Luxor

In the first courtyard 18 giant statues still remain. All have the design of taking one step
forward with the left leg. In fact the entire courtyard, when viewed from above, is taking
a step forward from the temple. This is the exact part of the overlayed human skeleton of
the lower leg. While the statues all seem the same, one is a bit different from the rest, the
one in the south east corner. It is hard to describe it on paper, and just as hard to notice in
person. All the other statues are facing forward, but the one in the SE corner has a twist
of the shoulders and torso, just as a body does when it takes a step forward. Thus the

statue is in effect “moving,” a remarkable piece of artwork.

31:The large hallway in the center of Luxor, looking north

This court leads to the famous colonnade hall. While at Luxor there are only two rows of giant 40 foot
high columns- representing the thighs, in most temples this area included a huge “forest” of columns (like seen
at Karnak, Edfu or Dendera). Due to the fact that this temple represents the human being , it the reason only two
columns (for the two legs) are included. Along the walls are reliefs of the famous ceremonial feasts after the
travel of the statue of Amun from Luxor to Karnak. Why would eating appear in the place of the legs and not the
stomach? Scientists have now shown that most of the nourishment of the blood system, what nourishes the body,
is actually made in the legs. Carlos Castaneda mentioned that memories are stored in the thigh, and there are
elements of memory (past reflection) in the wall texts as well. There is a point on this colonnade, exactly at the
golden section, where one will find a place of total peace and body harmony. It is so powerful that some people
get dizzy from standing just a few seconds upon this spot.
Next comes a courtyard of 64 columns, 64 being the number of the I Ching and the number of codons in
human DNA. This is one of the real fantastic spots of all of Egypt, especially at night. Around 8 pm it is no
surprise to find a number of young Egyptian couples sitting here. The place just seems to harmonize, and at
times I feel I could sit here for the rest of my life, perfectly happy, perfectly at peace. According to de Lubicz
this is the place of the stomach, thus the Dan Tien of Taoist philosophy. It is here one will find the Breath of Life.

32:Great Court looking south-west, Luxor Temple

Inner Chambers
Entering into the back areas of the temple, a new feeling takes over. Much of it is still roofed, and due to
the lack of sunlight has allowed some of the wall reliefs to retain some of the original paint. iii Yet in all these
back areas of the temples something vital is missing and you will have to use your imagination to find it. Or
better yet, take a short trip to Coptic Cairo. Coptic Christianity has kept alive the links to ancient Egypt, not just
in language but in their specific interpretation of many Christian symbols. Gnostic Christianity had a close
connection to the early Gnostics who formed a new teaching around the story of a person named Joshua (Jesus)
over 2,500 years ago based on the Egyptian myth of Horus, Isis and Osiris. Besides visiting the wonderful and
active churches in Coptic Cairo, check out the little “cave-like” domes. Down 4-5 steps is a dark space carved
out of rock, that usually includes a small picture or painting of a Christian saint, or perhaps a New Testament
open to a relevant page along with some prayer offerings, candles and incense. This is a reminder of what the
back room of an Egyptian temple would have been like. They would have not have been empty as we see them
today. There would have been candles, incense, perhaps open papyrus. The missing paraphernalia would be just
as important as what was carved on the walls.
By the time you reach the inner chambers you will notice something about the wall reliefs. They have
changed. The reliefs up to this point have been cut into the stone, the easiest type of carving done. Back here
however the reliefs are what as known as raised, in which the stone itself is chipped away to leave the image
projected outward. This is a much more difficult practice of work, and is also an indication of a much older time
of building. The inner sanctuary of Luxor (where the statue of the Neter was kept) has some interesting
symbolism. The area was “redone” during the time of the Greek takeover around 300 BC, but a intense energy
remains here. Similar to reliefs carved at Greek period temples (Edfu, Philae, Dendera) the depictions of the
Neteru go from sleek strong images on the walls, to gods that are “fat and flabby.” These gods were carved this
way to show the greed and materialism of the Greeks had invaded Egyptian religion and symbolized a new
period on the earth was underway. It was also the spot I saw a group of photographers taking photographs
randomly in the night, and coming up with brilliant photos of orbs and lights.
Another thing to notice is that there is just as much importance with how the reliefs are carved, and not
just what they are reliefs of. For example you will notice that the walls are made out of blocks of stone. Notice
where the figures are in relation to the cut lines of the blocks. Its not random. If the figure has its stomach at the
exact point where two blocks of stone go through it, that is the way it is supposed to be, and there is a symbolic
meaning for that. At different areas of the temple, all of the figures on the wall have the stone blocks join at the
knee, or the shoulder, or eyes. As well is a feature called transpondance. That means an image on one stone wall,
is not complete with out incorporating what is on the exact opposite wall- not of the room- but of the stone itself.

Thus both sides of a wall are in fact often mirroring the same message, and you will see much of this in the back
temple rooms at Luxor. Much of the great symbolism of Luxor is in the inner sanctuaries (the birth room, the
walls of the hypostyle hall, the vultures over the doors), but will I leave that for you to explore in detail. I will
though mention the back three rooms. While they are currently in a poor state of restoration, there are still
phenomenal. Egyptian temples were built from back to front, thus this back area was in fact the very first part to
be built, thus is the oldest part of Luxor Temple. All thee of these chapels have reliefs of Osiris (void) and often
the erect phallus (first creation from the nothingness). In Schwaller’s skeleton this is the head, with the top of the
skull actually resting out side of the temple walls themselves. The seat of wisdom of the body (final chakra) is
not in the temple (form) at all- thus showing one must go fully beyond form to not just know what Osiris is, but
in fact to be Osiris. To do that one can not take Luxor, or anything from the dreamstate including “you,” with
you. This concept was often depicted in later Renaissance art, with people with their heads cut off, skulls
littering an area, or like the statue of St. Nicaise who carries the top of his own head in his hands, thus showing
he has vanquished his ego/mind and not taking his head with him to finalize the spiritual search.

Other Temples
Of course, Luxor is not the only great temple to see in Egypt. Here are a few pointers to some of the Hermetic
wisdom that can be found at some of the other temples around Egypt.

Karnak

33:Looking across the sacred lake towards the remain of the temple of Amun-Ra at Karnak

The temple of Amun-Ra and surrounding temples are the largest still standing religious complex in the
world. The lead up the large first pylon is by a ram-headed series of sphinxes down what is left of the
processional avenue. Another avenue connected Karnak (via the next door Mut Temple) to Luxor. This temple
complex is large enough to have its own chapter, but I will just point out a few interesting parts that help
understand more of Egyptian temple design. First off notice the temple of Rameses III in the first courtyard. A
temple in a temple, and contains Osiris statues and very interesting rear chambers, that like the Thutmosis chapel
in Luxor, offer the Trinity design of 3 into 1 (picture of temple appears in chapter 7).

34:Looking down the hallway of the hypostyle hall at Karnak

Karnak's most well known feature is the Hypostyle Hall, made to
gigantic proportions. 134 columns support a roof 75 feet high. What I want to
bring attention to is not the size but a couple of features that can be seen on
the roof. One is the lattice type window holes that would allow shafts of light
to enter the hall at specific times of the day. The second is the column areas
of the roof that still contain original paint and give another good example of
the look and feel of Hypostyle Halls in their completed states. Every part of
the walls of this hall also contain vivid reliefs. Tehuti is in one to record the
name of the Pharaoh on the Persia tree (world tree) while in another Rameses
kneels before the tree, while in others are large boat processions and
offerings. You can spend a few hours just in this hall examining everything
and still not see most of what is here.
Only two of the many obelisks remain in place (having been stolen by
European freemasons and placed in front of churches or government
buildings), but much of the inner temple rooms are still rather complete and worthy of inspection. The sacred
lake here is huge, and near is a large stone scarab beetle. You will notice people walking in circles around it
today as guides tell them that it is a fertility symbol and that women could walk around it 7 times to become
pregnant, while others will say good luck will come if you walk around it 7 times.

35:Outer pylon of the Temple of Khonsu, Karnak

Around the complex can be found a Montu temple (for the original worshipped deity). When temple
building of Amun (ram) started here the astrological precessional age had changed from Taurus to Aries, leading
to building for the ram diety. There is also a Ptah temple, a Mut temple (closed to the public) that contains a very
unique feature of a u-shaped sacred lake. This horseshoe shape likely holds the same meaning as it does in our
modern world, good luck or prosperity. The Mut temple was where thousands of Sekhemet statues were buried,
and many that you see in museums around the world come from here. Should you get permission to walk around
the Mut Temple, you will still find hundreds of statues in semi-excavated pits.

Within the Karnak enclosure is the Khonsu temple, for the son of Mut and Amun, is dedicated to the
moon thus linked with Tehuti. There are some great baboon statues still in the hypostyle hall- rarely do you see
baboon statues except in museums. This temple is still rather complete and has terrific wall reliefs of Tehuti and
Horus, has chapel rooms that contain large amounts of original paint, is rarely visited so is almost sure you can
get lots of free time (I often bring the guards here food as a gift so they can give me lots of space at this temple.)
In one of the side rooms in this temple I had one of my most amazing experiences in Egypt. While doing a very
long and deep meditation on one of the walls...the image began to fade away...and another image began to
appear. It was also an Egyptian wall, but not the one that is normally there. It is then that I began to understand
the the Egyptians may have made their wall reliefs in more than just 3 dimensions. There is the 3-dimensional
image (the one we see when we look at a wall) but perhaps others, put into finer dimensional layers, that with
enough consciousness shifting you could move to the next layer and obtain the next set of images. This would
repeat itself in the King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid when the blank granite walls, after a couple of hours of
meditation, became a beautiful series of reliefs of Isis.

36:Chapel of Senusret, now in the open air museum, Karnak

Also at Karnak check out the open air museum (that makes you pay an extra entrance fee which I don't
understand) but contains a series of interesting chapels that were once part of the complex- but for various
reasons were dismantled and used in part of the building of the temple proper. Over the last 100 years the blocks
have been found by archaeological teams, and the chapels restored to their original designs. The most stunning is
the White Chapel of Senusret 1. It has near perfect geometric proportions and I spent one lovely afternoon just
sitting in the shade of tree sketching this chapel from various angles. Also called the “Throne of Horus” the
blocks were rescued from the third pylon. It creates a perfect measurement of all the old districts (called nomes)
of Ancient Egypt. On its walls the hieroglyphs (baskets, birds, flags) are some of the most detailed in all of
Egypt- all in raised relief carving. Another chapel is the Alabaster Shrine of Amenhotep I, made yes from
alabaster, a very rare stone in Egypt. The white would symbolize Albedo or purification- and when you sit inside
of it you notice a very fast energy around you. Another chapel to see, and made famous in the 2000
documentary, is the Red Chapel of Hatshepsut. Each block here is of red quartzite on a base of black granite, and
some of the walls have deep remains of the original paint. The purification scene with Tehuti and Horus is still
stunning.

Hatshepsut's Temple

37:Temple of Hatshepsut, West Bank of the Nile

Perched along the limestone cliffs near the Valley of the Kings, is a unique temple for one of the few
female rulers of Egypt, Hatshepsut. Built out of geometric raised steps, it presents a very unique perspective on
the eyes when seen from afar, but when climbed consists of two long stairways that bring one to 3 raised
terraces. A long causeway linked to the Nile, lined with Hatshepsut's headed sphinxes. Traces of pools, orchards
and tree holes have been found alongside, making the area around the temple more like a giant garden.
This temple is extremely unique and little else in Egypt looks like it. To me though it looks almost
exactly like the very interesting Mayan temple at Sayil (see photograph below.) The axis of the Hatshepsut
temple ran almost on line to the front pylon of the Amun temple at Karnak, showing there was some relation.
More interesting was that Hatshepsut's tomb, KV 20, was built in the cliff directly opposite the temple, and
possibly had the idea of digging the shaft to create the tomb directly under the temple. Poor rock quality made
this attempt, if true, impossible and a very odd circular route for the tomb was dug.

Originally this was a Hathor temple, and even after the building of this monument, the Hathor festivals
continued. It's Egypt name was Djser Djeseru (Holy of Hollies). Its Arabic site name Dier-El-Bahari (northern
monastery) comes from a Coptic monastery that was built near the runs in the 7 th century AD. Of interesting
note of this temple is the second terrace whose back wall displays the famous journey to the land of Punt.
Considered by archaeologists as records of key trading missions to far away lands (which of course happened)
this record on the walls is more the female journey of awakening. While the male version of the King smiting the
enemies in the famous Battle of Kadesh, shown on the pylon walls of temples like Luxor, here in the female
awakening- it is a boat journey to a far away land where trade, diplomacy, and sharing are what allow the ships
to return full of far off treasures. Also in the middle terrace is what Kent Weeks describes as a first of its kind
depiction, of Hatshepsut's divine birth- having Amun-Ra as her father (to give her mother a virgin birth) to prove
her lineage to rule the kingdom. Also note the great Hathor shrine, with columns similar to that found at
Dendera.
38: The Palace at the Mayan site of Sayil in Mexico. Notice the resemblance to the Temple of Hatshepsut in Egypt.

Colossi of Memnon

39:Standing statues of Amenhotep III, called the Colossi of Memnon, one of the few remaining parts of a temple larger than
Karnak that stood at this spot, West Bank of Luxor

All that remains of temple of Amenhotep III are two large seated statues that originally stood at the
temple entrance pylon. They are 65 feet high and weigh 1,000 tons. They are carved out of blocks of
orthoquartzite, a very hard stone to carve. What makes these statues so historically interesting was the great
visits that were placed on them in Greek and Roman times, for it is said that each morning as the sun rose and
caused a temperature change in the northern statue (supposedly due to cracks that came in a 27 BC earthquake)
would make an odd whistling sound. The Greeks believed it was the cry of Memnon (the mythical African
warrior who was killed by Achilles in the Trojan War) and to hear this cry was said to bring one good luck. The
statue is said to have stopped the singing in 199 AD when the statue's cracks were repaired as part of an upgrade
(or to stop people's gaining more good luck?). Archaeologists have found that the temple was filled with statues,
such as 730 Sekhmet statues (one seated and standing for each day of the year). In fact the large number of
Sekhmet statues found buried at the Mut temple near Karnak might be from an Amenhotep III Temple cash.
Not much else of the temple remains, whose stone was plundered and used for other temples. It would
have been the largest in all of Egypt at 4, 200,000 square feet- dwarfing even Karnak. It is claimed that most of
the temple was made of mud brick and as it was eroded away by Nile floods, then the stone was quarried and
used elsewhere. I personally find that description a bit odd. Amenhotep III was the father of Amenhotep IV
(Akhenaten) who was not supposed to be the next Pharaoh (first son Thutmosis should have had that honour, but
he either died early or was run out of town so his brother captured the throne). It is possible that the temple
destruction might have come from Akhenaten or his followers, destroying the temple of the father who
represented the old ways of Egypt, as Akhenaten changed to the religion of the Aten (sun disk) and moved the
capital to the new city of Akheaten in the north.

Ramesseum

40:Small part of the collapsed statue of Rameses II, Ramesseum

The memorial chapel of Rameses II (the Great), due to its easy access on the way to the Valley of the
Kings, is an often stop for tourists. Much of the front part of the temple is now demolished- and near the front
what most eyes are drawn to is the giant arm and shoulder of a fallen statue that would have stood 57 feet high
(not including the base) and weighed far more than 1000 tons- larger than the Colossi of Memnon down the
road. Again walk through the remaining part of this temple, see the areas where paint remains and the wall
reliefs are still almost in tact. One of them is known as the “Astronomical Hall” for the many astrological
depictions that appear on the ceiling, and are a reminder how important the combination between what was
happening in the sky, and what was happening on earth was to the Egyptians.
After the New Kingdom this temple, like the destroyed one of Amenhotep III, were quarried for their
stone and all but forgotten. Like many other temples in Egypt, a Christian church was eventually built in the
middle of the ruins, following the adage of building churches on top of the old pagan monuments, for the
Christians knew the temples were built on the strongest points of energy in the area.
Medinet Habu
41:Columns still showing their original paint, back chambers Medinet Habu

Medinet Habu (temple of Rameses III), just south of the ticket office, is
perhaps the best preserved temple in all of Egypt (some of the back areas
still have most of their coloured paint on the walls and columns), but with
so many other sites to take a tourist's time, most only take a short look
here. The name Medinet Habu is Arabic, and may come from the name of
Amenhotep-son of Hapu (temple builder for Amenhotep III); others
suggest that it comes from the word Hebu, the old name for the Ibis bird
of Tehuti, which for Hermeticists like myself make this temple worth an
even more detailed examination. There is also evidence that the place in
ancient times was called Djeme (after a nearby town, or word meaning
young men) but this word is also close to Djehuti (Thoth), again linking
the temple to the Ibis.

The temple itself has a giant enclosure and holds hundreds of storehouses. The first wall is entered
through a giant gate that resembles a military fortress, and it is a wonder why this temple needed such a- at least
symbolic- measure of entrance protection. Some speculate the population became very angry with Ramses III
during his reign and he had to “hide out” in his mortuary temple during these periods. Up the stairs of the gate is
special rooms that would hold the women of the king's harem, the rooms adorned with reliefs of young women
all giving flowers, making music and being affectionate towards the Pharaoh. The doors for the harem rooms
have locks that lock from the outside, not inside, making it a semi-prison. On the ground, between the gate, is
two seated statues of Sekhmet.
Before entering the temple itself, two smaller temples that should be visited. To the left is the Chapel of
the Divine Votaress, made for princesses of the king. Perhaps nowhere in Egypt has the word femininity been so
shown in a temple or chapel to me. Small dark passageways walk you around the 4 chambers, whose walls have
very interesting reliefs on them. To the right of the main gate is another temple. While constructed in the 18 th
Dynasty, it was built on top of a much older structure- on a spot that was claimed was the place of the rising up
of the 8 original primordials, part of the Khemenu Ogdoad creation myth (another link to Tehuti). Being restored
by the Oriental Institute of Chicago, its head restorer Danny Roy invited me in for a tour of the temple's statues,
wall reliefs, and onto the roof to show the way the temple roof blocks were laid out and positioned. Part of the
work of the restoration team is to clean and record all of the texts on the temple walls. Spending time at this
small chapel/temple is like being in a vortex of energy, where the location and stones that transport you to a time
long ago, perhaps actually to the creation of the dreamworld we call life on earth.

42:Called dancers but seeming to depict more of a Yoga posture, Medinet Habu

When studying the temple of Rameses III itself, the first thing one notices is the hieroglyphs and
carvings on the walls. They are deep set. Really deep set. No one has really provided an adequate answer as to
why they have been carved so deep into the stone walls. On the walls of the first court is where I found carvings
of what are said to be people dancing, but I noticed them to be in the art of Qi Gong and Yoga, as well as
wresting and other sports.

43:Relief of Isis and Ptah working with sexual energy, side chapel, Medinet Habu

The festival of Min (deity of sexual energy) is depicted in the second court, and I think this helps to
explain some of this temple. Just off the second court is a small series of rooms with well preserved reliefs on the
walls. One of them has Isis standing behind Ptah, whose wings move around to meet directly at his penis. I
began to feel that many parts of Medinet Habu may have been for tantric sexuality- and I feel that having sex at
this temple might in fact provide a very deep energetic charge to a tantra session. There are a lot of rooms to
explore in the back of this temple, each one with different scenes on the walls, and due to the size of the temple
and relatively smaller amounts of tourists (compared to Luxor and Karnak) you will likely get some time alone
in them- save for the guards who back here will try to hassle you for money.

Dier El Medina

44:Old workman's village of Dier-El-Medina to the right, temple of Hathor to the left.

Near the ticket office is what remains of the old village of the work and craftsmen who dug and created
the tombs of the valley. The ruins show a village of about 70 houses where 50-100 families lived, and from the
upper cliffs one can get a good layout of the village streets and the similar layout of each of the houses. Just
north of the village is a small Ptolemaic temple dedicated to Hathor and Maat, and is a rarely visited place where
you can really enjoy a nice little temple to yourself. In one of the chambers is a unique version of the weighing
of the heart, which rarely appears on temple walls, and has a different look than one finds in much of the Book
of the Dead papyrus scrolls.

Edfu

45:First Pylon, Edfu

To the south of Luxor is a few temples seen on a felucca trips or by convoy. One of those temple is the
Temple of Horus as Edfu. Linked to the sister temple of Dendera, this is perhaps the best preserved temple in all
of Egypt- and demands a day of exploration. This complete state is why Kent Weeks described, “for most
tourists it is the sense of mystery and drama the temple offers that are the big rewards. It is not uncommon that
visitors cut short their time at Edfu temple because they find the dark and silent interior so evocative of ancient
rites that they become unnerved.”iv Yes it is true that many people have a hard time at Luxor temple, however I
feel it is for a different reason entirely. Each Egyptian temple is built to represent the energy of that Neter- that
principle. In this case it is Horus, that which can overcome Set (conscious mind) and the only way to go past the
mind is to see it. Thus in a sense this temple is going to reveal our Setian nature to us. I always ask when

46:Hypostyle hall and falcon statue, Edfu

someone has gone to Edfu, “what happened that made you angry there?” And often the answer is, ya how did
you know, there was this guy I met...
One of the features of this temple is that instead of 2 sphinxes or Pharaoh statues to line doorway of the
pylons, here it is 2 falcons, the protective form of Horus. The hypostyle hall and the vestibule chambers are still
almost as they were (minus the paint) and take special note of the hieroglyphic inscriptions that cover every wall.
You will also notice areas of reliefs here (for this is a Ptolemic Greek temple built over a much older one) that
have the Neteru depicted as fat and droopy- to again reveal that the great time of wisdom in Egypt was coming
to an end.

Dendera

47:Hypostyle Hall with Hathor head columns, Dendera

To the north of Luxor are two well known temples that are often combined in a trip- Dendera and
Abydos. Many tours do not go here, and personally, I would not go on an Egyptian tour that omitted these two
amazing temples. Like its brother site at Edfu, Dendera is very well preserved. The temple of Hathor is an all
feminine temple. Interestingly its old Egyptian name was Tantera, very close to the word tantra- giving clues that
it quite likely was the female that was the area that taught sacred sexuality.
The first pylon and first courtyard are now gone, so the first part of the temple to be seen is the hypostyle
hall, where you are met by 6 columns all with Hathor heads upon them (actually on all four sides reminding me
of Hindu statues of Brahma). The light and shadow play well in the temple- though you will notice much of the
ceiling has a blackness to it, from the many fires in Arabic times as the temple when full of sand was used as
living quarters.

48:View looking to the ceiling of the Hypostyle Hall, Dendera

The two parts that make this temple extra special to visit is the roof and the crypt. All temples has stairs
that led to a several rooftop chapels. Most of those roof areas at temples are gone now, and Hathor temple was
one of the last where tourists could go and see, in this case, a chapel of Osiris that detailed the myth of his death
and resurrection. It is also the place where the famed circular zodiac was found (original in the Louvre in Paris),
not in the downstairs hall as guides try to tell tourists. Sadly the upstairs is now closed, I believe due to an
accident where a tourist fell of the roof and died. The roof area also held very small drainage channels where
rain water would run to lion-headed spouts on the sides, then run down specific magic hieroglyphic texts on the
walls- thus the running water would absorb the magic power in the glyphs, where it would be collected on the
bottom and drank.

49:Possible ancient depictions of light bulbs, from the crypt at Dendera

Near the back of the temple is entrance to the crypt area. Again most temples had such a feature, but here
is about the only place that tourists can enter. Within the crypt is a relief that has become known as the “Hathor
light.” It is so called because the round tube like object with a snake in the middle of it has been compared to
modern light bulbs. Egyptologists tend to say that the round object is a lotus flower with snake in the middle, on
a djed pillar- but it sure looks like a light bulb to me. One of the main questions to ask is when building long
tunnels for tombs and pyramids, how did they get light in for the workman- so the idea of some type of light
bulb is not out of the question. Lastly about this crypt area. To me Hathor is the perfect temple of the female, and
being a male, I never feel that I can walk past the hypostyle hall to the back of the temple unless I am asked and
accompanied by a woman, and as for the crypt- I have never gone down into them for something tells me it is a
“females only” area.
Surrounding the temple was a sacred lake, a number of chapels, and if you look closely on the right side
of the temple, you can find the remains of the hospital where the sick came for shamanic and sound healing, and
where those troubled could come to get helpful dreams from Hathor. As well, the New Year's solstice ceremony
had a major celebration here. Lastly, if you get on the roof and look to the West, you can see the very cliffs of
Nag Hammadi where the famous Gnostic Codexes were found in 1945. They have always claimed to have been
documents hidden from a monastery to the north- however due to the closeness to a major temple in Egypt got
John Last to believe that the Nag Hammadi documents actually come from the Temple of Dendera. That makes
them not a Greek or Coptic recollection of early Christianity- but as I will make a case for in my upcoming
book- the Greek/Coptic attempt to take the Egyptian Book of Thoth and turn it into something more modern and
readable to the world around 100BC. The Nag Hammadi texts are perhaps the best ancient text for modern eyes
to explain the ideas of the parasite, holographic reality, and the Absolute.
Abydos

50:The author outside the entrance to the Temple of Seti I, Abydos

This spot had the original name of Abdju, and became the pilgrimage spot for Osiris, due to the belief
that the massive stone block Osireion was the spot of the burial of Osiris's body. The temple found here is
connected with Seti I, and like everything at Abydos, is most unique. For me there is no one temple in Egypt that
I want to see more- partially due to the incredible state of the temple itself, partially due to its back rooms having

some of the best raised wall reliefs in all of Egypt, and partially due to the energy of being around the Osireion,
which as will be explained could be one of the oldest sites in Egypt. The temple, built in an L shape, is believed
to have taken that form to work around the Osireion- but that theory would force the acknowledgement that the
Osireion is older than the temple (and would open too many questions as to its actual age), and a new theory had
to be devised where both were built together by Seti I and the Osireion was an attempted copy of the temples at
Giza.This is what I call the “don't ask any questions theory.”
Like Dendera the first pylon and courts are gone, thus one enters in the hypostyle hall with 26 foot high
ceilings, and leads to an amazing pillared room with a complete ceiling, where shafts of light still enter at the
exact time of the day that they were meant to enter into and produce some amazing displays of light. At the end
of the hypostyle hall, where the chapels begin, are some of the best raised reliefs in Egypt, as well as hieroglyphs
with incredible detail. Look closely.

51:Relief from back chapels of Abydos

Beyond this are 7 chapels for Horus, Isis, Osiris, Amun-Ra, Ra-Horkhety, Ptah, and Seti I. The Osiris
chapel opens into another set of small rooms. These small rooms in the Osiris hall have some very special reliefs
including one of offerings to Maat, and Tehuti holding the twin caduceus shown in such a way to suggest he is
holding the DNA strands (and can be seen on the title page of this book).
Walking along the L one comes to the famous King's list, where 76 kings prior to Seti I are listed
(excluding a few like Akhenaten, Tutankhamun, and Aye considered heretics). The other wall is not often looked
at, and this wall describes that for thousands of years before these human rulers of Egypt, Egypt was ruled by a
long succession of deities, then intermediaries known as the Followers of Horus. This connects with Manetho's
calculations that Egypt was ruled in combination of God and human form for over 30,000 years before human
pharaohs began their rulership.

52-53 Two photos that show the giant stone blocks of the Osireion, reminiscent of Stonehenge

Outside is the famous Osireion. The only other spot in Egypt that has this appearance of giant stone
blocks is in front of the Sphinx at Giza and it is likely these spots are linked together time wise- which would
make this spot perhaps the oldest temple in Upper Egypt. This subterranean chamber may have once been filled
with water to make the stone structure a semi-island. The primordial land rising from the chaotic waters at the
time of creation. The walls alongside and in the corridors offer scenes from the Book of Gates. The large red
granite blocks of stone, with other stones laid overtop, gives it a striking similarity to England's Stonehenge.
Photos of this part of Abydos rarely appear in archaeological books because they know this area will provide too
many questions to the casual reader (how did they move those stones and position them, it's like Stonehenge
etc).

54: A helicopter, a submarine, and an airplane? Wall reliefs from near ceiling in Abydos

One more interesting facet is back near the ceiling of the hypostyle hall. There are a series of
hieroglyphs that have become somewhat famous. Archaeologists have tried in vain to explain how they are
hands, or trees or fish or whatnot- but it is quite clear that they look like exact replicas of helicopters,
submarines, and airplanes. How can that be? And I have a speculation about this temple complex. The
hieroglyphs and the king's list (record of time) are a clue. The Osireian to me was some part of a either a time
travel device, or at least a time seeing device. It was there that the Egyptians were monitoring time-space. Some
of this appeared on the walls of the temple, and this included key information of the past, the future, and
important events and knowledge that could be brought back and used in the Egyptian period, and perhaps
information presented on the looping nature of time itself.

Around Aswan

55:Entrance way at Abu Simbal

Farther south around the city of Aswan can be found the temple of Isis on Philae (well actually not on
Philae, the temple had to be moved to another island when flooding began after the building of the Aswan Dam.
It may be for that reason that while a great temple, I often feel as if the energy is off), the Satet temple and other
structures on Elephantine Island, and further south the in-rock temple of Rameses II at Abu Simbal. This temple
as well was moved (if you can believe it, piece by piece) and reassembled here in this man-made mountain
designed to recreate the original Abu Simbal. Again this is another spot in Egypt, that while looking spectacular,
does not have much of an energy charge and I attribute that to the fact that the building is not on its original site.
This again takes us back to the start of this chapter- that Egyptian (or any ancient place) were built on a very
specific part of the earth. That was to amplify the energies and attributes the temple would be showcasing via
that exact energetic spot. To actually move the temple to another spot, is symbolically like unplugging it from
the wall socket that was the main source of its power supply. Nothing is placed in the ancient world by accident.

i

Parts of this older temple were discovered during restoration work on the Great Court but the evidence was quickly covered up.

ii

They ran along a causeway all the way north to the Mut Temple at Karnak. However if you know how to follow it, you can walk the
exact same path from Luxor to Karnak today, even finding many of the remnants of the old sphinxes. There is talk that the EAS will
recreate this way, complete with all of the sphinxes
iii

The best places to see paint in Egyptian temples are at Medinet Habu (especially its the hypostyle hall) and the reliefs at
Abydos and parts of Karnak.
iv
Weeks, Kent Illustrated Guide to Luxor (University of Cairo Press 2005) p.540

